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The Fabric Paint, Dye & Screen Ink Experts!

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Customer Service
Jacquard Products/Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc.
1.800.442.0455
service@jacquardproducts.com

Healdsburg,CA (October 2010) - Jacquard Products will be debuting several exciting new products in
the coming months - here's a sneak preview!
Jacquard Textile Color Starter Set - Textile
Color is a semi-transparent light-bodied paint that
can be used on natural and synthetic fabrics,
leather, paper or wood. It is soft on fabrics and
highly adaptable to any mixed media application.
This specifically chosen collection of six colors
intermixes beautifully to create any color
desirable. Set includes eight 1 oz. flip top squirt
bottles with the following colors: White, Yellow,
True Red, Violet, Sky Blue and Black. #JAC9905
(MSRP $12.99)

Dye-Na-Flow Starter Set - Dye-Na-Flow is a
free-flowing, concentrated liquid paint with the
consistency of water. It can be used on natural
and synthetic fabrics, paper, leather and wood.
This specifically chosen collection of six colors
intermixes beautifully to create any color
desirable. Set includes eight 1 oz. flip top squirt
bottles with the following colors: White, Sun
Yellow, Brilliant Red, Magenta, Azure Blue, and
Black. #JAC9923 (MSRP $12.99)

Procion MX Dye Starter Set - Procion MX is a
cold water fiber reactive dye that is permanent,
colorfast and very washable on cellulose fibers such
as cotton, linen, hemp and rayon. Procion MX can
be used for immersion dyeing, batik, painting,
silk-screening and tie dye. The set includes four ⅔
oz. jars of dye powder (Turquoise, Yellow, Fuchsia
and Black) and 1 lb. of Soda Ash (dye fixer).
#PMX100S (MSRP $17.99).
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Cindy Walter's Stabilized Fabric Pack - Stabilized Fabric
are paper-backed fabric sheets that are ideal for painting
and drawing on fabric. The paper helps to keep fabric from
shifting while working. Just peel the paper off when finished!
This convenient pack contains six 12½x12½" paper-backed
cotton fabric pieces a perfect size for quilters and mixed
media artists. #JAC9838 (MSRP $13.99)

Fabric Stencil Brush Set - A set of two stencil brushes in different
sizes. #ACC5002 (MSRP $9.95)
Fabric Paint Brush Set - This set of four assorted brushes was
specifically chosen for their performance on fabric. This assortment
provides a wide variety of line and brushstroke to fit most design
needs. #ACC5004 (MSRP $19.95)

About Jacquard Products
Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc. has been manufacturing high-quality textile art supplies for almost 30
years under the brand name, Jacquard Products. Product lines include 17 types of pigment products
with over 500 available colors. Jacquard produces textile art supplies (fabric paints, dyes, waxes,
pigment powders and high quality craft kits) for the fine art, craft, toy and specialty markets. All of
Jacquard Products' dyes and paints are manufactured in the U.S.A.
For more information, visit www.jacquardproducts.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-442-0455.
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